Abstract. We consider a driven open system whose evolution is described by a Lindbladian. The Lindbladian is assumed to be dephasing and its Hamiltonian part to be given by the Landau-Zener Hamiltonian. We derive a formula for the transition probability which, unlike previous results, extends the Landau-Zener formula to open systems.
Introduction
A dephasing evolution of an open system maps an initial coherent superposition of energy eigenstates to an incoherent mixture of energy states while preserving their populations. In particular, the ground state, or any other energy eigenstate, of a dephasing open system is stationary. An applied driving force will induce transitions in between these states. In this article we discuss the transition probabilities for the case of adiabatic driving.
More precisely, let p be the probability that a system, prepared in the (isolated) ground state at some initial time and evolved to some final time, has left it by then. The evolution considered here is time-dependent, and is of a dephasing type for each fixed time instant. The driving is slow, which is captured by the time parameter t = −1 s, with → 0 in the adiabatic limit. The goal is to derive a formula for p to leading order in when the system is driven across an avoided crossing (Landau-Zener transition) .
Transition probabilities in open quantum systems have been discussed in other or more general settings, but also with different focus. We mention [10, 14] and [17] [18] [19] , as general references and references to Landau-Zener transitions respectively. For further references see [3] ; more recent works include [1, 20] .
In this paper we assume the dynamics of the open system to be Markovian, i.e. the environment to be effectively memoryless. The validity of this approximation is for example rigorously proven in the case of weak coupling [8] . In addition, we assume that the Hilbert space of the system is finite dimensional. The evolution of the state ρ can then be described [11, 15] by a dynamical semigroup generated by an operator L of Lindblad form,
see Section 2.1. We consider a special case of such generators, or Lindbladians, the so-called dephasing Lindbladians, characterized by jump operators Γ α of the form Γ α = f α (H) for some functions f α , see Section 2.1.1. Dephasing Lindbladians are of interest in the context of transition probabilities since the space of stationary states is not just 1-dimensional, as opposed to the generic case. Furthermore we restrict our attention to two-level systems, since Landau-Zener transitions are expected to be dominant and to occur between just two levels at a time. More precisely, we consider the dynamics of a two-level system depending on time through the above parameter s. As we will show in Section 3.1, the most general form of a dephasing two-level Lindbladian is
where γ s ≥ 0, H s is a Hamiltonian acting on C 2 , and √ H s is shorthand for sgn(H s ) |H s |. We assume H s and γ s to be smooth in s. Moreover, we focus on Hamiltonians H s going through an avoided crossing (see Figure 1 ) as a function of s. Near that point they can be approximatively described by the Landau-Zener Hamiltonian
with eigenvalues ±e s = ±1/2 s 2 + g 2 and eigenprojections denoted by P ± s . The propagator of the Lindblad equation
is the two-parameter semigroup satisfying
The transition probability out of the ground state P − s is p = lim
For γ s ≡ 0, where the dynamics is Hamiltonian, Landau and Zener [13, 21] independently proved that Figure 1 . Energy levels ±e s of the Landau-Zener Hamiltonian going through an avoided crossing at s = 0.
The transition probability within a finite time interval (−T, T ) has also been discussed [5, 6] . The behaviour is oscillatory in T , at least if transitions are defined between instantaneous eigenstates, as done above. A monotone increase in T is obtained if instead of the eigenbasis a modified (superadiabatic) basis is used to define transitions. For general γ s ≥ 0, and the adiabatic evolution taking place during a finite time interval [s 0 , s 1 ], it was found [3] that
as → 0. The leading term, which is of first order in , vanishes for sup s γ s → 0, yet one does not manifestly recover the Landau-Zener formula (1.2) in that limit. The expression accounts for the transition probability in terms of transitions between instantaneous eigenstates occurring at specific times within the interval, resulting in a monotone increase at varying rates. Actually, the rates are determined by the velocity of P + τ in the Fubini-Study metric, which is given here by
The result presented in this paper interpolates between the two results. More precisely, we shall show that for γ s ,γ s , andγ s bounded, we have
(1.5) where γ := sup τ γ τ . We remark that the asymptotics is uniform in , γ, but not in g. In fact, by scaling p( , γ) actually depends just on g 2 / , γ. It is worth noticing that the expanded part of the general expression (1.5) is simply the sum of its two limiting cases (1.2-1.3) for which transitions are a purely coherent and a fully incoherent process, respectively. The separation of coherent and incoherent contributions to the tunneling can be realized for any dephasing Lindbladian (1.1), see (3.16) . Our method allows to derive a formula akin to Eq. (1.5) in a more general setting; such extensions are briefly discussed in Section 4.
Preliminaries
In this preliminary part we explain the concepts of Linbladians and adiabatic evolution. In particular, the special case of a dephasing Lindbladian is introduced. Moreover, transition probabilities and the adiabatic theorem in terms of dephasing Lindbladians are stated.
Lindblad dynamics
1 operator L of the form (1.1) with H = H * , Γ α arbitrary operators, and I a finite index set, is called a Lindbladian. We write
for short, where Γ represents the set of all Γ α 's. Let us assume that dim H < ∞, where H is the Hilbert space associated to the system S.
Then if the open system is Markovian, its master equation describing the evolution of a state ρ(t) is of Lindblad form:
We remark that L is invariant under so-called gauge transformations
3) as well as
Stationary states ρ are elements ρ ∈ ker L by (2.2). The (super) projections on the kernel and the range of L, in the direction of the other, are denoted by P and Q.
There are several norms which can be associated to operators. We use the same notation for the norm when talking of vectors in a Banach space and of associated bounded operators. In particular we do so for the norm · 1 (resp. · ) of the space J 1 (H) of trace class operators (resp. B(H) of bounded operators).
for bounded Borel functions f α . This implies LP = 0 whenever [H, P ] = 0 and in particular for any spectral projection P . Since H is acting on a Hilbert space of (finite) dimension n, the stationary states of L are those of [H, ·]; in fact the latter statement is in this case equivalent to (2.4), see [2] . Put differently, the stationary states of L are the incoherent superpositions of eigenprojections of H. The projections P and Q can be written as
where P j are the projections onto the eigenspaces of H [4] . If H has simple eigenvalues e 0 , . . . , e n−1 with eigenvectors ψ i , the operators E ij := |ψ i ψ j | form a basis of B(H). In particular, this basis is orthonormal once that space is endowed with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product.
In the case of a time-dependent operator H t , the above conclusions hold pointwise in t.
Adiabatic evolution
The Lindbladian L may depend on time t through some parameter s = t, > 0. More precisely, the operators H and Γ α may depend on s, and thus define a Lindbladian L s for each fixed s through (1.1)
2 . The master equation (2.2) is accordingly modified to
We speak about the adiabatic limit when → 0. Let now H s and Γ α,s be smooth functions of s ∈ R. Consequently, L s and L * s are smooth as well, L * s being the dual operator with respect to the duality B(H) ∼ = (J 1 (H))
* . This is enough to write ρ(s) = U (s, s )ρ(s ), with U (s, s ) a two-parameter semigroup satisfying the ordinary differential equation
We call U (s, s ) the propagator corresponding to the Lindbladian L s . It is a completely positive, trace-preserving (CPTP) map acting on trace class operators, thus U (s, s ) 1 = 1 ( [7] , Cor. 3.6.2).
Transition probabilities for dephasing Lindbladians.
The projections P i onto the eigenspaces of H are stationary states of a dephasing Lindbladian L, though not so if it depends on time s. We assume these eigenspaces to have constant dimension for all s, and that it equals 1 for the lowest eigenvalue; the corresponding projection is called the ground state and denoted by P 0 . Then P 0 s is likewise smooth and so is its complementary projection P 0,⊥ s
The transition probability p( ) out of the ground state is given by
We also observe that the eigenvalue zero of L s has constant degeneracy by the spectral assumptions just made. In particular L s has a gap, meaning that the eigenvalue zero is uniformly isolated in s, and P s is likewise smooth.
Parallel transport.
In order to state the adiabatic theorem, we first recall the concept of parallel transport. As before let P s be the projection onto ker L s , and observe that it is a CPTP map, as seen from (2.5) in the dephasing case, but actually true for general Lindbladians [2] . We recall that ran P s = ker L s is the space of (instantaneous) stationary states at time s, and it pays to call the bundle over s ∈ R with fiber ker L s the stationary manifold.
We will show below that to leading order in , the evolution of the stationary manifold, generated by (2.6), is given by the action of a parallel transport, T (s, s ). Parallel transport is the solution to the evolution equation
The basic properties of parallel transport are recalled in the following proposition, which abstracts from ran P s = ker L s and hence from ran P * s = ker L * s .
Proposition 1.
A parallel transport has an intertwining property,
Furthermore, T (s, s )P s is a CPTP map and T (s, s ) maps ran P s isometrically to ran P s . Its dual, T (s, s ) * , maps ran P * s isometrically to ran P * s .
Proof. The intertwining property follows because both sides satisfy the differential equation (2.9) with the same initial condition. Let us denote the inverse of T (s, s ) by T (s , s). To see that T (s, s )P s is a CPTP map, first note that T (s, s )T (s , s ) = T (s, s ) by (2.9). Furthermore,
by Taylor expansion. Here Q s = 1 − P s . Thus we can write
establishing the isometry property. The properties of the dual map follow from
12) where T * (s, s ) is the parallel transport corresponding to the dual projection P * s . Equation (2.12) in turn follows from (2.9) and ∂ ∂s
In the case of P s corresponding to some Lindbladian L s , note that if the latter is dephasing, then P s = P * s as operators on B(H), and in particular ran P s = ran P * s = ker[H, ·]. 2.2.3. The adiabatic theorem for Lindbladians. Let the family P s ∈ ker L s be compatible with parallel transport,
in line with Proposition 1. We then call P s a family of parallel transported stationary states. If L s is dephasing, the parallel transport T is associated to P s seen in (2.5), and the spectral projections P s = P j s of H s are examples of such families. In fact both sides of (2.13) then satisfy the same differential equation (2.9). Thus also fixed convex combinations of the P j s are families of parallel transported stationary states. However, such families may also occur for general Lindbladians L s which have a gap, i.e. for which the eigenvalue zero is uniformly isolated in s, and thus the projection P s onto ker L s is likewise smooth. In fact P s := T (s, s )P s ∈ ker L s is such a family by construction for any P s ∈ ker L s ; in case the spaces are 1-dimensional, the states P s are unique.
Based on the notion of parallel transport we can now formulate the adiabatic theorem. It provides solutions of (2.6) that remain close to the stationary manifold to first order in . The statement here is a special case of Theorem 6 in [2] which gives an expansion to an arbitrary order. For completeness we give a proof of the version stated here. 
(2.14)
The remainder term r(s, s ) has an expression
and is uniformly bounded in for s , s finite.
Here L
−1 s
denotes the inverse of the operator L s , which is defined on ran L s . It is moreover bounded because of the gap of L s . By (2.9, 2.13) and P s [Ṗ s , P s ]P s = 0 we have P sṖs = 0, and henceṖ s ∈ ran L s . The above expressions involving L −1 s are thus well-defined. They are so also w.r.t. the derivatives, since P s , and hence P s and L Proof. The uniform boundedness in of r(s, s ) for s , s finite follows from U (s, s ) 1 = 1, (s ≤ s).
P s is mapped to 0 under L s , and the same holds for the integral in (2.14). The latter can easily be seen by remarking 17) and hence
Thus for ρ(s) given by (2.14) we obtain
where we used (2.7) for the last two terms in (2.15). Regarding the terms which are linear or cubed in , this formula obviously matches the corresponding terms in ρ(s). For those squared in , we use that by (2.17)
sṖs , and by (2.9),Ṗ s =Ṗ s P s + P sṖs , (2.10) and (2.17)
τṖτ .
Two-level dephasing Lindbladians
The main result (Theorem 3 below) computes the transition probability from the ground state for a dephasing Lindbladian corresponding to the LandauZener Hamiltonian. Prior to this, we will make general considerations about two-level dephasing Lindbladians.
Minimally degenerate dephasing Lindbladians
A dephasing Lindbladian, recall Section 2.1.1, has a kernel of dimension at least n, where n is the (finite) dimension of the Hilbert space. Eigenvalues other than 0 may be non-degenerate. We say that the dephasing Lindbladian is minimally degenerate if each eigenvalue is minimally degenerate.
Let us consider such a Lindbladian L governing the evolution of a twolevel system. The following lemma holds true: Lemma 1. Any minimally degenerate dephasing Lindbladian L = (H, Γ α ) of a two-level system is of the form
3)
and γ ≥ 0 is a real number. Furthermore H is a non-degenerate, traceless Hamiltonian, and √ H := sgn(H) |H|. Moreover, if L = L s depends smoothly on s, then so do H s and γ s .
Proof. IfH were degenerate, thenH ∝ 1 and Γ α ∝ 1, whence L = 0. This possibility is ruled out, because then L is not minimally degenerate. Let thus H have distinct eigenvalues e + , e − . L is uniquely determined by its action on a basis of B(H). Let us denote the right hand side of (3.1) byL. It is enough to show that we find a Hamiltonian H, such thatL has the same action on the basis elements as L. Let P ± ≡ |ψ ± ψ ± | be the eigenprojections corresponding to the eigenvalues e ± , and define E = |ψ + ψ − |. Note that E is only defined up to a phase; however, for this proof the choice of this phase is not relevant. The set {P + , P − , E, E * } constitutes a basis of B(H). By the definition of a dephasing Lindbladian, we have Γ α = f α (H) and thus (3.4) and
Let us set H = κ(P + − P − ), with κ to be determined. Theñ
We have (λ) = 0 because L is minimally degenerate. The equation can thus be solved for κ, γ, yielding
If L s = (H s , Γ α,s ) are smooth in s, then so are P ± s and, by inspection, κ s , γ s .
We consider a family of two-level non-degenerate Hamiltonians near a minimum of the gap. By choosing an appropriate basis and parametrization the behaviour is captured by
where g > 0, and ±e s = ±1/2 s 2 + g 2 and P ± s are the eigenvalues and eigenprojections of H s respectively. Lemma 2. Let L s be given by (3.1-3.3) and (3.5). Then ρ(s) = L s ρ(s) admits solutions 
(3.8) As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1, E s is only defined up to a phase. We choose it to be real, i.e.
Proof. By Theorem 2,
We computeṖ
which together determine L −1 sṖ ± s and yield the first term of (3.7). The second term is then seen to have the stated form by the use oḟ
and (2.13). Finally, the last term r ± (s, s ) was computed in (2.15). There with c > 0, and hence the last term in r ± (s, s ) is bounded by a constant for all s, s .
Transition probabilities for minimally degenerate two-level dephasing
Lindbladians Let L s be given by (3.1-3.3) and (3.5). The following theorem establishes the transition probability claimed in (1.5).
Theorem 3. Let γ s as well as its first two derivatives be bounded continuous functions, and set γ := sup s γ s . Then
where the remainder R satisfies |R| ≤ Cγ 2 . The constant C depends only on g and a bound on the stated derivatives.
Proof. Let U (s, s ), (s ≥ s ), be the two-parameter group solving (2.7). Applying Duhamel's formula to (3.1), we can write
where U ,0 (s, s ) solves the equation
It can easily be seen by differentiation that the r.h.s. of (3.14) satisfies Equation (2.7). Hence
where U * is the dual operator with respect to the duality B(H) ∼ = (J 1 (H)) * . Note that the first term corresponds to the Landau-Zener formula, and hence provides the first term of (1.5). Furthermore, note that the (formal) separation of this contribution corresponding to the Hamiltonian evolution in (3.16) neither depends on the fact of treating a two-level system, nor on the specific form of D; it is thus possible for any Lindbladian (1.1).
We are left to show that the remainder of (3.16), henceforth denoted by p d ( , γ, T ), corresponds to the last two terms of (1.5) in the limit T → ∞. By Lemma 2, we may expand
with r − 0 (τ, −T ) computed as in (2.15). More precisely, Lemma 2 provides a solution ρ − (τ ) of (3.15) by setting γ τ ≡ 0 in (3.6), (3.7), i.e.
. The expansion then follows by writing 19) which can be restated in terms of U * (s, s ) =: V(−s , −s) and −s =: t, −s =: t , i.e. ∂ ∂t
Thus Theorem 2 applies. By Lemma 2, and more precisely (3.8), the solution provided by Theorem 2 yields the expansion 
(3.23) Expanding the expression inside the trace and using the linearity of the latter we can write
where T ij τ denotes the combination of the i-th term of the first square bracket and the j-th term of the second.
Plugging in definitions and using
one easily finds
Moreover, we have (1.4) by (3.10) and therefore
which yields the term of first order in of (1.5). Furthermore, by the lemmas below, the integrals corresponding to the T ij τ 's left over either vanish in the limit T → ∞ (Lemma 3), or contribute terms which are O(γ 2 ) (Lemmas 4, 5).
Lemma 3. For all j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and ã
see Appendix A.3. Hence the statement follows by (3.13), e T → ∞ as T → ±∞, and the boundedness of γ τ and of the remainder terms.
Lemma 4.
for some constant C > 0.
Proof. We have
Thus the inequality follows from (3.27-3.29) and integration.
Lemma 5.
30)
for some constantC > 0.
Proof. We have T 
Extensions
We chose to present our results in the physically most relevant case of an avoided two level crossing. However, a brief inspection of our method shows that it is applicable to more general settings. Let L s = −i[H s , ·]+(γ/2) D s be a dephasing Lindbladian with two (among many) stationary projections P + s and P − s . Then the formula (3.16) for the probability of a transition between these two levels,
remains unchanged. The coherent (p c ( , γ, T ) := tr(P + T U ,0 (T, −T )P − −T )) and incoherent contribution to the tunneling add. Moreover, provided that the error terms in the expansion (2.14) have sufficient decay, the latter is of order .
Let us now consider a setting where this is the case. Suppose that L s is a minimally degenerate dephasing Lindbladian acting on a finite dimensional space such that L −1 s (1 − P s ) is uniformly bounded for s ∈ R, and that L s is three times differentiable. Then Theorem 6 in [2] , which in particular is a generalization of Theorem 2 w.r.t. differentiability conditions, may be applied. We thus arrive at formula (3.23), with a, b and r computed with respect to the new Lindbladian. Assume now that L s has finite limits lim s→±∞ L s and that on both ends
The derivatives of P s , resp. P for some Hamiltonian h s acting non-trivially only on the two levels P Details shall be presented elsewhere. Sufficient conditions under which the coherent part of the tunneling is exponentially small were given in [12] .
Appendix A. Appendix A.1.
We have We have tr(U ρ) = |b + | + |b − | and hence (A.6) follows from the variational formula ||ρ|| 1 = sup
||X||=1
| tr(Xρ)| .
